SUSTAINABILITY
COMMUNICATIONS
CHEAT SHEET
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1.

INTRODUCTION
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Why is communication important for any sustainability programme or strategy? Simply put, it will

Whether talking about sustainability-related

make or break your programme. Well-designed and executed communications will help you deliver

topics with the board of your organisation or

on your objectives. On the other hand, not considering the importance of effective communications

your colleagues, convincing your commercial

or handling them poorly can create a significant obstacle in your organisation’s path to sustainability.

partners and suppliers to get on board with
your sustainability programme, or nudging the
participants of your (sports) events towards

In concrete terms, getting sustainability communications right will allow you to:
Get staff and leadership engaged and involved in the implementation of your Sustainability
Strategy.
Share information internally more efficiently and effectively.

more environmentally-friendly behaviour; the
success of all these actions will be determined
by your ability to address the right target
groups with the right messages, through the
right channels at the right time.
The ASAP Sustainability Communications

Build credibility and trust in your organisation and raise its profile/value.
Build and strengthen partnerships and cooperation with (external) stakeholders and get
support from them.
Activate current partnerships.
Inspire other sport organisations by the example of your organisation’s own activities and
initiatives.

Cheat Sheet has been designed to help you do
just that.1 It will provide you with tips, tricks
and concrete examples to navigate your
way through sustainability communications,
help you tailor your activities to individual
target groups, and assist you in achieving
the right balance between “bragging” and not
communicating at all.
If you do not have time to go through the

Promote sustainability in the sports sector at large.
Inspire fans and participants towards more sustainable behaviour.

whole document in detail, please keep in
mind the following practical dos and don’ts of
communicating sustainability.
It is addressed mainly to sustainability managers (anyone
working on sustainability topics in your organisation), ideally
working together with communications and marketing
professionals.
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DO

DON’T

Act first, then communicate.

Lie or try to hide the truth.

Otherwise, you will risk appearing dishonest to your audience.

No organisation is perfect when it comes to sustainability and people
understand that. People will better relate to your messages if you tell
the full story and show the full picture. Honesty and transparency are
the key words here.

Choose the right message
for the right audience.

Pretend that one activity can save the world.
Use strong positive visuals.

Each activity has its positive impact, but try not to overstate its
importance. Otherwise, you may risk your credibility later.

Think locally.

Copy to the letter what someone else is
doing.

Engage local athletes and personalities in your campaigns, refer
to local sustainability activities and to how your organisation
supports local initiatives.

Use multiple communications channels.
Sustainability touches virtually all areas of your work (be it your
office, transport to work, athletes’ gear or sport events you
work on). Be sure that your activities are seen and heard on all
communications channels, not just in specific sections about

While it is great to be inspired by others, it is equally important to relate
to the local context. Your projects and sustainability communications
will have a greater impact.

Overdo it.
Most people are interested in sport for its performance/competition
aspects. Therefore, especially in external communications, keep these
aspects in focus while you add sustainability-related information to them.

sustainability.

Show, don’t (only) tell.
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Speak like a scientist.
Instead, try to connect to the “feel good” aspect of communications.

2.

FUNDAMENTALS
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ACT FIRST, THEN COMMUNICATE
As a rule of thumb, you should not communicate about sustainability and

organisation’s “sustainability performance” will not only serve for internal

sustainability-related topics, internally and externally, unless you can show

reporting purposes but will also provide you with an objective means of

real tangible action. Not only would this approach be ineffective, but you

communicating with those outside of your organisation (for more information

could also risk losing credibility and harming your reputation. In short, act

about reporting, check the ASAP Roadmap).

first and then talk about it.
Internal communications, too, should be anchored in real action. Do your
In external communications, in particular, it is essential to back up your

homework first (learn, research, connect) and lead by example, before you

messages and stories with data. Therefore, measuring and recording your

start engaging your colleagues and top management in sustainability action.
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COMMUNICATE STRATEGICALLY
Communicating sustainability needs to be approached strategically if it is to

Example of sustainability communications stakeholder mapping

succeed. We can easily fall into the trap of “intuitive communications” projecting

(modelled on a national umbrella sport organisation)

our own experiences and knowledge onto the target groups without necessarily
(Potential) interest in sustainability

thinking about which form and content of messaging would work best and which
channel to use to be most effective. To bring order, efficiency and effectiveness
to communicating sustainability topics (to any target group), the following four
steps are recommended.

1.
•

Define and get to know your audience

“One size does not fit all”. We need to know whom we are addressing

(CURRENT AFFAIRS)
JOURNALISTS
POTENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
PARTNERS

OLYMPIC
ATHLETES

YOUNG FANS/
PARTICIPANTS

CURRENT
COMMERCIAL
PARTNERS
SUPPLIERS
SPORT
JOURNALIST

FINANCE
DEPARTMENT
(INTERNAL)

SPORT FEDERATIONS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
(INTERNAL)

Proximity/interest in our organisation

and why, in order to determine the right communication channels and
messages to achieve our objectives.

•
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•

Keep in mind, however, that the basis for your sustainability communi-

Start by mapping your sustainability communications stakeholders.

cations should always be anchored in well-executed internal communi-

These may differ slightly from those of your Sustainability Strategy.

cations, as it is here that your ability to implement the majority of your

Therefore, it is worth to work on specific stakeholder mapping, which

planned actions will be determined. The second tier of your sustainabi-

will help you to select the most important target groups. After all, any

lity communications pyramid should be dedicated to stakeholders and

strategy is about making tough choices about who and what to prioriti-

only the top tier, after having done your work at the base of your pyra-

se, and this exercise will help you do just that.

mid, should be directed outwards, to the media and the general public.

•

Each target group needs to be approached as specifically as possible.

•

You can consider the following questions: What do you want each target

Find out what is important to them, what makes them tick. Do not for-

group to know? Do you want them to take a certain action? How would you

get to factor in possible differences between genders or generations,

want them to react?

levels of interest in and awareness of sustainability issues, and other
relevant differentiating elements (for tips and tricks, see chapter 4).

•

Based on what you know about each target group, tailor your messages by
adjusting the level of detail, the tone, the language or the form (visuals, gra-

•

•
•

To help you in this exercise, consider developing “audience personas” for

phics, metaphors, stories etc.). In short, speak their language and address

each target group.

what they find important.

2.

4.

2

Define your objectives

Define your objectives for each target group.

•

Choose the right
communications channels

“How can I reach the given target group in the most efficient and effective way?” is the most important question when considering communica-

You can consider the following questions: What do you want to achieve?

tions channels and the timing.

How can the particular target group help you reach a particular objective
of your Sustainability Strategy? What does successful communications

•

for this particular target group look like?

As for messages, a good knowledge of your target group will help you
choose the most appropriate communications channels. These can range
from memos, analyses, and reports, through meetings, conferences, semi-

3.

nars and workshops, to press releases, media interviews or social media

Choose the right messages

activation. For example, the use of the right and engaging #hashtag on social media can go a long way in reaching and activating your target groups
as shows the #urheillaanihmisiksi (let’s be human in sport) example of the
Finnish Olympic Committee.

•

Choosing the right form and content of your messages will determine
whether your efforts will be successful or not.
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2

„Ideals” or “models” reflecting common characteristics, needs, desires and motivations of the respective target audiences.

Example of an audience matrix for sustainability communications

Audience/target
group
Finance department

Current commercial
partner

Participants in an
Olympic Day event

Objective(s)
Secure budget for
new energy efficiency
solutions at your
headquarters

Gain support for the
implementation of your
gender quality action plan
(part of your Sustainability
Strategy)

Motivate them to cycle or
walk when coming to the
venue

Messages(s)

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
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Channels

Money saving - ROI
Risk mitigation – energy
crisis in Europe
Opportunities – number
of available subsidies

•
•

Alignment of objectives
of both organisations in
this area
Sport can raise your
profile in this area
Getting to hard-to-reach
target groups for your
company through our
strong social media
channels

•

Warm up before the
sports activities by
cycling/walking
Be part of the walkers/
cyclist community led by
our famous Olympians
Contribute to a good
cause (through steps/km
walked/cycled recorded
in an app)

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Management meetings
Workshop for all staff
members
Business case
document with
examples from other
organisations
Meetings with the
marketing and social
media departments
Marketing propositions
(documents) for current
and potential partners
Visit to an existing
activation in the area of
sustainability
Participation in a genderequality event
Event website
Social media
Media partners
platforms (TV,
newspapers)
Out-of-home
advertisement

Other/notes
Timing
What else should
I know?
Other

3.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
OF SUCCESSFUL SUSTAINABILITY
COMMUNICATIONS
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1.

2.

Relatable

Authentic

People care about how sustainability challenges (social, economic or

No organisation is perfect when it comes to sustainability and people

environmental) or changes that you may be proposing will affect their families,

understand that.

jobs, hobbies and communities.

•

•

Make it local: focus on the national/local impact of global issues (from

•
•

Provide concrete information on “what’s amazing” as well as on “what

Address the interests of your target groups and speak their language.

might be less amazing” when it comes to the sustainability performance

Make your messages relevant to their lives (at work, at home, in their local

of your organisation.4 Share your successes as well as failures, explain,

sports club…).

and say what would need to be done better.

•

People relate to stories

•

the full picture. Honesty and transparency are the key words here.

•

a macro to micro perspective).

People will better relate to your messages if you tell the full story and show

Do not hesitate to communicate your ambitions, not only the results, but
be honest about it even if you fail.

Make sustainability emotional and interesting by telling stories with a human
touch. The main protagonist can be a famous athlete, but it can also be you, one
of your colleagues or someone from your target group’s community (peers); in
short, someone your audience can relate to.

•

Take your audiences on a journey and show them what happens between the
two dots - where you are coming from, where you are and where you are going.

•

Make it visual.

People listen to “sizzle” rather to “doom and gloom”

3

•
•

In your messages and activities, present a positive vision.
Shift your narrative (for most target groups) from risk avoidance to
opportunities and advantages.

•

Portray sustainability and the concrete activities/changes/solutions as
something people would want, something desirable, a positive development
rather than an externally imposed “must-do”.
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3.
•

Specific and clear

Be specific about what you are actually doing and, at the same time, tailor
the level of detail and information to the individual target groups. Take into
account their needs and interests, and respond to them. For example, your
finance colleagues will be more interested in the return-on-investment of
a potential new heating system in your office building than in the impact
on employees’ workplace satisfaction. This may, in turn, interest your HR
manager.

3

For tips on how to „sizzle“ climate communications, check Futerra’s “Sizzle the new climate message“ guide - https://futerra-assets.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/Sell_the_sizzle.pdf

4

A good example in this regard is the Swedish alt-milk company Oatly - https://www.oatly.com/stuff-we-make/oat-drink/oat-drink-organic

•

Make sure that your messages are as straightforward and clear as
possible. Back them up with demonstrable actions and data and avoid
“fluffy” language (= words or claims with no real meaning or data to back
them up, such as “eco-friendly”) and clichés.

•

Tread lightly around technical/scientific jargon and use it only when
communicating with a target group familiar with the specific terms.

•

Do not try to address all sustainability topics or challenges you are working
on at the same time. Pick one or a couple at a time and be more specific.

4.

Empowering and engaging

People have to feel competent that they can do something about the
(sustainability) challenges if they are to engage with your messages.

•

In your communications, try to make people feel that they can be part of
the solution. Focus on what they can do and offer multiple solutions and
steps so that they do not feel coerced to do it the one and only way.

•

In internal communications in particular, do not hesitate to let people come
up with the solutions themselves. Gamify their engagement. Make it fun.

•
•
•

Provide support and guidance.
Make it easy for people to get involved.
Draw on the engaging ability of sport and its power to create communities.
In your messages, show people that they are “part of the team” and that
we are “in it together”.
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4.

COMMUNICATIONS
TIPS
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INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
(THE TEAM)
Do your homework and gain a better understanding of your colleagues’ jobs

mean completely overhauling their ways of working or starting from

and professional activities.

scratch. Do not (over) criticise.

•
•

Speak “their language”.

•

Always provide feedback. People need to know what the results of their
choices are.

Tailor your conversations and/or communications/engagement activities
to the needs of their jobs.

Engage people and make it fun.
Position sustainability as a potential method to (examples):

•
•
•
•
•

•

Employees want to know that they are or can be part of the solutions.

Achieve core financial performance metrics (finance department).

Encourage them to come up with ideas and proposals for activities and

Achieve general objectives of the organisation (CEO).

changes.

Address and mitigate risks (CEO and management).
Create new partnerships and reinforce current ones (marketing + all).
Engage athletes better in the activities of the organisation (sports

•
•

Make it easy for staff to get involved.
Gamify. Create competitions between individuals or departments or come
up with fun challenges connecting them, for example, to a good cause.

department, communications, marketing).

•

Reach new audiences (communications department).

Relate.

•

•

Give examples from other (sports) organisations or partners and do not

The National Olympic Committee (NOC) of Denmark organised a workshop
for all employees aiming to find solutions for how the organisation can
become more sustainable. Apart from pointing out concrete smart

hesitate to get outside help (e.g. the CEO of another National Olympic

solutions regarding food, the building and transportation, the purpose of the

Committee speaking to your organisation’s CEO about their sustainability

workshop was also to engage everyone in the work. Employees are experts

programme).

in practical solutions, and they are the ones to make it happen in the end.

Bring in personal stories (yours, athletes’, people you know…).

The result of the workshop is now to gamify how employees can contribute
to reducing the carbon footprint through e.g. greener transportation, choice

Be positive in your approach.

•

Properly acknowledge that the individual/department has been doing
a good job and that integrating sustainability in their activities does not
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of more plant-based food, and more online meetings. Another result is an
ambition of making each department responsible for reducing their own
carbon footprint. This work is still in progress.

STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATIONS
(SELECTED STAKEHOLDERS)
ATHLETES
•

•

athletes’ commission members co-opted to other commissions,
involvement of athletes in sustainability-related projects as ambassadors,

related activities. They do need to have a vested interest in the topic(s) – be it

social media campaigns etc.) and make them feel that they are part of

climate action, gender equality or anti-discrimination – to want to be involved.

the team.

•

Reassure athletes that they have the support of your organisation if

However, even if they do have a (strong) interest in one sustainability topic

they want to raise their voices, and provide them with concrete tools

or another, they will most likely face a number of particular challenges:

(e.g. athlete-relevant educational sessions and materials, access to

•

Fear of being seen as hypocrites when speaking about e.g. climate

communications platforms etc.). At the same time, do not overpromise

change (while flying around the globe for competitions).

and be clear to them about what the organisation has the capacity to do

Concern that sport/athletes should not get involved in other issues than

and what it does not.

sport performance-related ones.

•
•
•
•

•

Take into account potential tiredness, the pressure of big events and the

Feeling they lack knowledge of the issue.

short time athletes have, by making it as easy as possible for them to

Not fully realising the impact they can make.

get engaged (e.g. provide alternatives and give them plenty of notice).

Not realising the impact of sustainability-related issues (e.g. climate
change) on their sport.
Being busy with and tired from training and competing.

In the past years, the IOC has supported and provided a communications
platform to a number of initiatives of Olympic athletes such as Hannah Mill’s

To address these challenges and encourage athletes to engage in

Big Plastic Pledge movement, which aims to eliminate the use of single-

sustainability:

use plastic within and beyond sport, or to sustainability-related projects of

•

IOC Young Leaders.

Do your job on sustainability first, and then communicate ongoing and
planned sustainability-related actions to athletes (e.g. via your athletes’
commission, at pre-sports events/meetings, via social media etc.) so
that they do not feel they are being hypocritical.
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Involve athletes in the sustainability work of your organisation (e.g.,

Not all (top) athletes will be attracted to sustainability and sustainability-

•

•

•

The IOC’s “How to be a sustainable champion” guide is then an example of
a useful and practical resource for top and recreational athletes alike.

SPORT FEDERATIONS/CLUBS
•

Possible communications channels5

Explore what the strategic priorities of sports federations or clubs are and
what they are trying to achieve in general (via. e.g. desk research). At the
same time, find out what their stance on and knowledge/awareness of
sustainability is.

•

The choice of communications channels and methods should be
conditioned by the motivation, willingness, and interest of the respective
federations/clubs to be involved in sustainability.

•

Frame sustainability topics in such a way that they address the federations’/
clubs’ priorities and what matters to them - members, sponsorship, fans,
facilities, finance – and bring in the facts.

•

Expert groups
and their regular
meetings

Encouraging
participation in
international activities/
projects

Facilitating access
to funding and/
or (international)
partnerships

Facilitating
consultation with
advisors/experts

Focus on opportunities and possibilities and steer away from language,
Motivation
bulletin

have to).
As in internal communications, use good practice examples, in particular,

Website and other
online platforms
Newsletters

Guidance documents

from their peers (e.g. federations of their sport from other countries).

•

Award
schemes

Sport events

which could be interpreted as “too pushy” or “prescriptive” (e.g., you must/

•

Meetings, forums,
workshops,
conferences

Make them feel comfortable to discuss the issues by first honestly sharing
your experiences and results (the good as well as the “not so good”).

•

Involve federations/clubs, and that in particular those with keen interest
in sustainability, in your activities, including structural ones such as the
sustainability commission of your organisation or your sustainability
platform/website.
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Based on Tereza Doušová’s thesis “Strengthening the Czech Olympic Committee’s relations with sports
associations: the topic of sustainability” (MPA in Sport Diplomacy, 2022, Prague)

5

Information websites and platforms targeting sport clubs, federations and
sport event organisers.
•

NOC of Germany: Green Champions (events)

•

NOC of Slovakia – Sustainable Sport

•

NOC of Czech Republic – Sustainability in Sport

•

NOC of France – Social Responsibility of Sport Organisations

•

Use your (sport) events as a platform for cooperation with clubs/federations
on common sustainable topics (e.g. together raise awareness of challenges

In 2019, a global renewable energy company, Iberdola, and the Spanish

such as droughts or the lack of snow).

•

Olympic Committee signed a cooperation agreement to boost equality
in sport. The agreement is intended to bolster equality in sport and to

Reaching clubs and other stakeholders at grassroots level with sustainability

encourage female athletes to become an inspiration for other women and

messages may require a well thought-out and planned social media

the society. The agreement grants Iberdrola the role and status of partner

activation including targeted campaigns, work with influencers etc.

COMMERCIAL PARTNERS/SPONSORS
AND SUPPLIERS
•

in the COE‘s gender equality strategy.

•

a short document about your sustainability objectives and activities

Times are changing for the corporate sector: ESG, non-financial reporting,

targeting sponsors and suppliers.

supply chain due diligence; all these elements are becoming commonplace,
not least because of current and forthcoming EU legislation in this area.
Your current and potential sponsors/partners will increasingly want to be

•

in any way.

•

cooperation and win-win situations can potentially be achieved.
If you want to engage commercial partners and suppliers in your sustainability
activities, you have to meet them where they are. Check for any sustainabilityrelated strategies and corresponding activities, strategic reports, news items
etc. Identify those priorities and stakeholders, which match your (planned)
activities, and frame those activities as a potential path for your partners to
reach their stakeholders and deliver on their sustainability priorities.
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•

Suppliers

•

Be very clear and detailed about what exactly you want. Do not use
vague terms such as “more sustainable” or “green”. Instead, identify a

This is good news for those sport organisations which have already
embarked on the sustainability journey, as a number of opportunities for

•

Discuss and brainstorm with your (potential) partners and suppliers based
on the results of your preliminary research and the marketing propositions.

associated only with those (non-commercial) partners, including sports
organisations, which fit their narrative and do not present a liability for them

Add a sustainability section to your marketing propositions and create

number of criteria and discuss them with the suppliers.

•

Do not set the bar too high. Be realistic about what you can achieve
within a set timeframe.

•

Ask suppliers to identify their own challenges, work with them on these
challenges and help them improve the given product/service for you.

•

Be pro-active and curious. Learn about the sustainability-related
challenges in the given sectors, visit the production sites, ask questions
and stay in touch on a regular basis.

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
(GENERAL PUBLIC)
JOURNALISTS
•

For inspiration, check the BBC Sport “Sustainability: Sport and the planet

Pitching “sustainability and sport” information/activities to journalists

it’s played on” webpage, which aggregates news pieces and video reports

can be challenging as these stories may often lack the sufficient sports-

that bring together sport and sustainability topics.

performance perspective (for sport journalists), scientific angle (for
science/educational journalists), or breaking news elements (for political
or business news journalists).

•

General tips

•
•

Watch/read the publications that you are pitching to.
Make sure that your press releases are compelling, interesting,
engaging, simple, and that they tell a story.

•
•

As far as possible, have a convincing speaker (main character) whose

Shape the stories and information directly to what is important to fans,
participants and their communities and to what concerns them in their

Make your stories work multiplatform. Add visuals, use videos, make

everyday lives.

•

Bring in local (sports) personalities and influencers. Their stories may be

Sports journalists

more relevant to local audiences than those of national or international

•

stars.

Add sustainability topics to general sports-related stories. Make the
most of the short time/space.

•

Bringing in a sports star is important and will surely increase the
likelihood of your press release/information being picked up. However,
the sport star’s (sustainability) story needs to be genuine.
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•

story can be told tied to the messages you want to pass.
them compatible with social media.

•

FANS AND PARTICIPANTS TO SPORT
EVENTS

•

Join forces with other organisations – e.g. environmental/social NGOs,
commercial partners.

•

Make it very easy for people to engage and make it fun.

•

Gamify – add competitions and game elements to your
“communications mix.”

•

Through the games and activities, provide people with (immediate)
feedback/results. Make them feel proud.

•

Make it experiential (especially at events). Implement activities where
people can gain a real tactile experience – let them try, touch, feel,
taste etc.

•

Experiment with elements of behavioural design at your events - e.g.
vegetarian options at the top of the menu, disposable cups schemes,
water refills available throughout the venue, coloured recycling bins,
attractive and motivating signage etc.

Source: EYOF Banská Bystrica 2022
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